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Question #:1

Which three account roles are created during Oracle Address Verification Cloud Service provisioning?
(Choose three.)

Address Service Client

Address Service Administrator

Data Service User

Data Service Client APPID

Data Service Administrator

Address Service User

Answer: D E F

Question #:2

Which statement is true about Resource Organization?

An organization can have only two managers.

An organization can have only one manager.

An organization can have more than one parent organization.

There can be more than one root organization.

Answer: B

Question #:3

When a patch is installed, which two occur to an existing application’s customizations? (Choose two.)

It does not update the base artifacts.

It updates the base artifacts.

It updates the customization stored in the XML file for each layer.

It does not update the customization stored in the XML file for each layer.

Answer: A C
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Question #:4

In Oracle Customer Data Management, which role comes with complete access privileges to personally
identifiable information?

Security Manager

Sales Representative

Sales Manager

Sales Administrator

Answer: D

Question #:5

You have configured Product Catalog and created many Product Groups. However, you are unable to search
products under revenue line.

What should be done to enable this?

Product Group Hierarchy must be restructured.

Service Product Group Usage must be defined.

Base Product Group Usage must be defined.

Opportunity Management Alternate Catalog must be defined.

Answer: A

Question #:6

You have been asked by the customer who is implementing Oracle Sales Cloud and Oracle Customer Data
Management to check the features for managing address information:

Sales team members should use a list of values while entering states to standardize address information
for territories alignment.

Sales team members should be able to select states or other address elements from lists to ensure
accuracy during entry, and the application should be capable of filling in missing values.

Sales team members may sometimes enter only postal code. The application should be capable of
retrieving the corresponding city and state values automatically.
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Which statement is true about managing address information?

It can be configured but needs Oracle Data as a Service to standardize addresses.

The requirements are available by default and do not need any additional configuration.

Geography validation needs to be set up by using the Manage Geographies task.

A separate license is needed for Oracle Address Verification Cloud service.

Answer: B

Question #:7

A life science industry customer is implementing Oracle Customer Data Management and they are planning to
integrate it with multiple source systems. They are concerned about the Web service security mechanisms that
have been enabled by using Application Composer and have asked for your advice.

Which three are standard Web service security mechanisms available? (Choose three.)

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)

HTTPS Protection

Secure Socket Layers (SSLs)

XML Protection

Message Protection

Answer: A C E

Question #:8

You have been asked by a customer implementing Oracle Sales Cloud and Data Quality to explore a system
process on duplicate account identification.

The business process states that they require possible duplicate identification at the time of account
creation.

The expectation is that the application notifies potential duplicates while creating the account.

As an implementation advisor, which two options do you suggest to fulfill the requirements? (Choose two.)

The duplicate identification notification feature can be enabled by using the
OSC_ACC_EXACT_NAME_MATCH profile.
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The duplicate identification notification feature can be enabled by using the
OSC_ACC_DUP_NOTIFICATION profile.

The duplicate identification notification feature needs Oracle Customer Data Management.

The duplicate identification notification feature can be enabled by using the
ZCM_ACC_DUP_NOTIFICATION profile.

The duplicate identification notification feature can be enabled by using the
ZCM_ACC_EXACT_NAME_MATCH profile.

Answer: D E

Question #:9

Which two key criteria are used to select records when performing automerge in Oracle Customer Data
Management? (Choose two.)

Data merge profile option

Data duplication profile option

Merge threshold profile option

Merge link profile option

Match threshold configuration

Answer: C E

Question #:10

What is the name of the provisioned object that is used to define the address cleansing process for Account?

Organization

Account

Customer

Party

Answer: C

Question #:11


